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Abstract
Mostly, current security architectures for Digital rights
management (DRM) systems use either Public Key Cryptography (PKC) or Identity-based Public Key Cryptography (ID-PKC). However, PKC has a complex certificate
management and ID-PKC has a key escrow problem. Certificateless Public Key Cryptography (CL-PKC) has some
attractive properties which seem compatible with the requirements of DRM systems. In this paper, we present
anonymous pairing-free certificateless authenticated key
exchange (CL-AKE) protocol for DRM system which provides a mechanism for distributing licenses in a flexible
and secure manner. Furthermore, the analyses demonstrate that our scheme is efficient and secure.
Keywords: Anonymity, authentication, certificateless
public key cryptography, digital rights management
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Introduction

Digital rights management (DRM) is a famous mechanism
for protecting content copyright [18]. Current DRM systems mostly encrypt the digital contents with a contentkey from the content providers first. They then provide
licenses to the users. The licenses authorize the users to
play the digital contents according to the usage rights in
the license. Consequently, illegal copies of the content are
available over the network which causes a significant loss
of revenue to the right holders. In preventing other users
from using digital content file without content-key, the existing DRM mechanisms need to manage content/contentkey on a server provider and to provide encrypted contentkey with the user-key for the user. This mechanism also
ensures the server provider manages all user’s licenses,
manages encrypted digital content files and protects copyrights against unlawful content distribution.
Ideally, DRM systems should also be able to provide
flexible and secure content distribution mechanisms. For

the purpose of resolving the above loopholes in DRM systems, it is necessary to apply an efficient mutual authentication and key agreement protocol. In this case the
concerned parties can authenticate each other and create
a secure session key. The session key is established with
the information shared by the concerned parties which
is used to achieve its purpose of confidentiality and data
integrity.
The existing DRM systems mostly rely on two approaches. The first approach is the Public Key Cryptography (PKC) [17]. In this approach, the schemes apply
PKC to authenticate public key [3, 11]. The PKC manages a Certificate Authority (CA). CA authenticates the
concerned parties and their public key. Furthermore, it
administrates certificate management involving distribution, storage and revocation. However, CA becomes infeasible because it suffers from a huge computational cost of
certificate verification especially for a large network. The
second approach, on the other hand, is referred to as Identity based Public Key Cryptography (ID-PKC) [1]. The
schemes in this approach [12, 13, 14] use an identity based
infrastructure where concerned parties get their full private key from Private Key Generator (PKG). Public key is
then generated from their public identity using an email
address or a physical IP address. Another scheme proposed also uses an identity based authenticated key agreement protocol which manages secure communication [15].
However, this scheme suffers from the key escrow problem, because the PKG knows the full private key of each
user. This implies PKG can easily break the user privacy.
Mishra et al. [7] proposed certificateless authenticated key
agreement protocol for DRM system using the elliptic
curve bilinear pairings. Since the pairing over elliptic
curve is regarded as one of the highly expensive cryptography primitives [10], the use of such pairings makes
the scheme [7] less applicable in practical applications,
even secure in standard model. Therefore, to improve
the efficiency of Mishra’s scheme, we propose anonymous
pairing-free CL-AKE protocol for DRM system, that does
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not depend on the pairings and based on ECC. Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC) is commonly used for highly
secure authentication protocols [9], because it’s more applicable from the efficiency point of view.
This paper introduces anonymous pairing-free CLAKE protocol for DRM system. Our scheme can eliminate the use of trusted certificate authority, solve key
escrow problem and avoid the high computation of pairings operation. Furthermore, the symmetric key encryption is adopted in our scheme. This reduces computational costs and communication overheads significantly
compared with public key encryption.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In next
Section the preliminaries required in this paper are presented. Our anonymous pairing-free CL-AKE for DRM
system is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the security analysis and performance evaluation of our scheme.
Finally, the conclusion is introduced in Section 5.
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1) Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDH): Suppose G is a cyclic group of a prime order P. For a
given generator P of G and {P, aP, bP } ∈ G, where
a, b ∈ ZP , computing abP is hard.
2) Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(ECDLP): Suppose an elliptic curve E over a
prime finite field FP , a point P ∈ E(ZP ) of order n,
and a point Q ∈ hP i. To find the integer k ∈ [0, n−1]
such that Q = kP is hard.

2.3

AL-Riyami and Paterson CL-AKA
Scheme

In 2003, Al-Riyami and Paterson [2] proposed certificateless public key cryptography (CL-PKC) to successfully
remove the necessity of certification using user-chosen secret information. Certificateless public key cryptography
is an intermediary between identity-based and traditional
PKI-based cryptography. A generic two-party CL-AKE
scheme consists of two phases. The first phase is the setup
2 Preliminaries
which runs between KGC (Key Generator Center) and
entities. It includes the following five Probabilistic PolyOur scheme relies on a certificateless authenticated key
nomial Time (PPT) algorithms: Setup, Partial-Privateagreement protocol. We will briefly introduce the basic
Key-Extract, Set-Secret-Value, Set-Private-Key and SetDRM System, the basic definitions and some properties
Public-Key. The second phase is the key agreement phase
related to this technique.
which runs between two entities and depends on session
key agreement algorithm.

2.1

Basic DRM System

The basic architecture of DRM consists of four parts: con- 2.4 System Model
tent provider, content server, license server and user.
Problem Statement. Users usually purchase software
licenses from license server. They also might have
1) Content Provider: This is an entity that holds the
downloaded copies of the encrypted software from the
digital content and protects the content from unauserver providers. It is necessary to provide flexible
thorized user.
and secure content distribution mechanism to protect both the software providers’ intellectual property
2) Content Server: It is an entity that keeps the enrights and users’ privacy.
crypted content over the storage server and provides
the encrypted content to user.
Architecture and Basic Approach. The architecture
and approach of our DRM system are shown in Fig3) License Server: It is an entity which generates and
ure 1. The user and license server first register in the
distributes the licenses for authorized users.
server provider (server provider act as PKG) and obtain their corresponding partial private keys. They
4) User: This is an entity that wants to get the enthen compute their own public/private keys. After
crypted content from content server and acquires the
this process user can anonymously acquire a license
license from license server.
for a software from the license server. To execute
the software, the user will decrypt the encrypted license using the session key (k) provided and obtain
2.2 Background
the valid license.
Elliptic Curve (EC): An elliptic curve E over a prime
Assumptions. We assume that none of the parties, i.e.
finite field FP denoted as E/FP satisfies an equation of
service provider, software provider, and license server
the form.
can get any user’s personal information like which
software is bought and who buys the software.
2
3
3
2
y = x + ax + b a, b ∈ F
and 4a + 27b 6= 0. (1)
P

The condition that 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 implies that the FP
is non-singular. Our scheme is based on the following
computational assumptions:

Requirements.
1) Content Protection: Digital contents should be
encrypted, and then the encrypted contents and
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license server in anonymous way.

3.2

Implementation Steps of Our Scheme
for DRM System

The content provider encrypts the content with a content encryption key (KCE ). The content provider then
outsources the encrypted content to the service provider
and provides the content encryption key with usage rules
to the license server. Whenever a user initiates a buying
process, the license server authenticates the user, receives
the payment, and generates the license. The license server
then sends the license through the service provider to the
user. Our DRM system consists of the following four
parties:
Figure 1: Architecture and basic approach of our DRM
system

• Private key Generator P KG;
• Content Provider CP ;

encrypted licenses are separately distributed by
server provider.

• Service Provider SP ;
• License Server LS;

2) DRM Security: The content provider expects
• User U .
that an authorized user must not be able to play
the content. Also content confidentiality against We define the proposed scheme by describing the following
unauthorized users must be created. Mean- four phases:
while, server provider and license server must
• Key Generation: In this phase the service provider
not be able to obtain the plain content and conacts as a Private key Generator (PKG) for our anonytent key.
mous pairing-free CL-AKE protocol. PKG generates
the system public key and system master key, while
3) User Privacy/Anonymity: User privacy means
both U and LS compute their public keys and full
the protection of user’s personal identification
private keys.
information (PII) [8]. To realize the user privacy the user should stay anonymous towards
• Content Packaging: Content provider generates
the content provider that deals with user’s cona set of symmetric keys as content encryption keys.
tent purchase and the license server that reContent provider then encrypts the content with conceives acquisition request. Therefore, neither
tent encryption key, and outsources the encrypted
content provider nor license server can retrieve
content to service provider. Padding is employed to
user’s personal information, such as user identhe software before encryption.
tity, IP address, etc.
• License Acquisition: The user chooses the right
content from the service provider which is allowed to
3 Proposed Protocol
download the encrypted content. A user cannot use
the software without the valid license. Meanwhile, in
In Section 3.1, we present our anonymous pairing-free CLorder to acquire the license, a user needs to establish
AKE for DRM system. Furthermore, the steps in ima secured communication from the license server by
plementing this scheme for DRM system is provided in
using an anonymous pairing-free CL-AKE protocol
Section 3.2.
with license server.

3.1

The Anonymous Pairing-Free CLAKE

• Content Consumption: Whenever a user wants
to use the content, the user will decrypt the message
using session key k and get the valid license.

In this paper, we propose anonymous pairing-free CLNext, the algorithms of the four phases of the proposed
AKE protocol for DRM system based on Xiong. et. al.’s
scheme are shown in Figure 2 and the following:
protocol [19], it has been proven to be secure in the mBR
model and it seems suitable for DRM system. To achieve 1) Key Generation: In this phase, the system uses
the user anonymity in the key-agreement phase, we use
five algorithms: Setup, Partial private key extract,
pseudonym instead of sending the real identity of the enSet secret value, Set private key and Set public key.
tities. It allows a user to generate a session key with the
Illustration of key generation phase is as follows:
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Figure 2: Proposed an anonymous license distribution mechanism
• Setup(run by the PKG): The Private key Generator (PKG) chooses a security parameter k ∈
Z and determines the tuple {G, P, FP , E/FP }
similar to how it is determined in Section 3. The
PKG also chooses a master private key s ← Z∗P
then computes the master public key P0 = s · P
and two cryptographic hash functions namely
H1 and H2 , where H1 : {0, 1}∗ × G → Z∗P and
H2 : {0, 1}∗2 ×G9 → {0, 1}K . Finally, the P KG
publishes the system parameters (params) =

{G, P, FP , E/FP , P0 , H1 , H2 }, while the master
key s is kept secretly by the PKG.
• Set-public-Key(run by U and LS ):
– U randomly selects xU ∈ Z∗P , computes
XU = xU P , then takes PU = XU as its
public key and keeps xU secret.
– LS randomly selects xLS ∈ Z∗P , computes
XLS = xLS P , then takes PLS = XLS as its
public key and keeps xLS secret.
• Partial-Private-Key-Extract (run by the
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PKG): This algorithm takes master key s, a
user’s IDU identifier, license server’s IDLS
identifier and system parameters as inputs. It
then returns the corresponding partial private
keys. PKG works as follows:
– PKG chooses two random numbers rU , rLS
∈ Z∗p , and computes RU = rU P , QU =
H1 (IDU ||RU ), and then computes RLS =
rLS P , QLS = H1 (IDLS ||RLS ).
– P KG computes dU = (rU +QU s)−1 , dLS =
(rLS + QLS s)−1 . It issues partial keys
{dU , RU }, {dLS , RLS } to the user U and
license server LS respectively through a secret channel.
Upon receiving their partial private keys U
and LS can validate their private keys respectively by checking whether the following equations holds: dU (RU + QU P0 ) = P , dLS (RLS +
QLS P0 ) = P .
• Set-Private-Key (run by U and LS): When
the U and LS receives their partial private keys
from the PKG, they can compute their full private keys as follows:
– U takes SKU = (dU , xU , RU ) as its private
key.
– LS takes SKLS = (dLS , xLS , RLS ) as its
private key.
Based on the fact that there is limited validity period to maintain forward secrecy of this pair of keys,
U and LS will have to repeat this process after a
period is ended. However this process does not involve the PKG but can be repeated individually by
the LS and U using their respective partial private
keys, {dU , RU } and {dLS , RLS }. More details about
forward secrecy can be seen in Section 4.1.
2) Content Packaging: The proposed DRM system
supports the packaging of different types of media
contents such as video, audio, text and image files.
In the first stage of content packaging, there is need
to restrain the service provider from analyzing the
encrypted software by its length. To achieve this,
padding is employed to the software prior to encryption. The second stage of content packaging is the
encryption of the content. This resolves the owner’s
fear over security of content and distributors’ fears
over unlawful download of content from their SP.
Suppose the content provider has n contents, denoted by SW1 , SW2 , .., SWn with their unique identifiers IDSW1 , IDSW2 , .., IDSWn respectively. The
content provider then can generate n symmetric
keys CEK1 , CEK2 , .., CEKn and individually encrypt each content with a corresponding unique symmetric key. It then obtains the encrypted contents in
the following form:
Esym (SWx |CEKx ),

where

x = 1, 2, 3, .., n.
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Content provider later provides protected content
with content information to the content server, provides content encryption keys CEKs and provides
usage rules to the license server via a secure channel.
3) License Acquisition: User chooses the interesting
software SWx with identifier IDSWx from the service
provider which is allowed to download the encrypted
content. A user cannot use the software without obtaining a valid license. To obtain the license, user
creates a secure channel between U and LS by using
an authenticated key agreement protocol with license
server. Based on our anonymous pairing-free CLAKE protocol, we allow a user to generate a session
key with the license server without leaking his/her
identity. The process in this phase is represented as
follows:
• U sets QU as its pseudonym, then sends M1 =
{QU , RU , PU } to the license server.
• Upon receiving the user’s message M1 , LS
randomly chooses the ephemeral key b ∈
Z∗P and computes the key token TLS =
b(RU + QU P0 ). Finally, the message M2 =
{QLS , PLS , RLS , TLS } is sent to U .
• Upon receiving M2 , U randomly chooses the
ephemeral key a ∈ Z∗P and computes the key
token TU = a(RLS + QLS P0 ). Then sends
M3 = TU to LS.
• Upon receiving M3 , LS computes dLS TU =
2
1
= b · aP and
= aP + bP , KLSU
aP , KLSU
3
= b · PU + SKLS · aP . Then computes the
KLSU
session key SK = H2 (QU , QLS , RU , RLS , PU ,
1
2
3
PLS , TU , TLS , KLSU
, KLSU
, KLSU
) and computes HashSK = H1 (SK, TU , TLS ). Finally,
LS sends the message M4 = {HashSK } to U .
• Then U can computes dU TLS = bP , KU1 LS =
bP + aP , KU2 LS = a · bP and KU3 LS =
a.PLS + SKU · bP . Then computes the session key SK = H2 (QU , QLS , RU , RLS , PU , PLS ,
TU , TLS , KU1 LS , KU2 LS , KU3 LS ) and the authentication token Hash∗SK = H1 (SK, TU , TLS ). Obviously, the two parties get the same session key
1
because KU1 LS = aP + bP = KLSU
, KU2 LS =
2
3
abP = KLSU , KU LS = a · PLS + SKU · bP =
3
SKLS · aP + b · PU = KLSU
.
?

Then U verifies the condition Hash∗SK =
HashSK . If the condition holds, U accepts the
session key SK and anonymously purchases interesting content with identity IDSWx within
the service provider, and service provider sends
license acquisition request to license server.
The license acquisition request involves the encrypted IDSWx which uses session key SK with
Hash∗SK value.
• Upon receiving the license acquisition request,
?
LS checks the condition HashSK = Hash∗SK .
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LS gets IDSWx by decrypting the encrypted 4.1.2 Man-in-the-Middle Attack
content’s identity using the shared SK.
The most likely attack during the run of a key agreement
• Finally, LS receives the payment and generates protocol is the man-in-the-middle attack. Enabling the
the license LIDSWx which includes content iden- license server and user to authenticate with each other
tity, content encryption key CEK, usage rules through exchanging Hash
∗
SK and HashSK values, our
and user’s pseudonym. It then encrypts the li- proposed protocol is able to resist against the man-in-the
cense using symmetric session key SK and sends middle attack. Therefore, there is no way to try man-inencrypted license ESK (LIDSWx ) to U through the-middle attack by sending the forged message. It is
service provider. Furthermore, LS also keeps a necessary to compute the secret session key SK to find
record of usage license statistics for commercial out Hash
SK = H1 (SK, TU , TLS ). However, computing
use in the future.
SK an adversary requires computing the value KU3 LS or
3
KLSU
, where the secret value SKU or SKLS is essential
4) Content Consumption: In the content consump3
to find out KU3 LS or KLSU
. Moreover, computing SK an
tion phase, user checks the license, decrypts the enadversary also requires finding out the ephemeral values a
crypted license with shared key SK and obtain the
and b, which are not known to an adversary or malicious
content encryption key. The user can decrypt the
PKG.
content with content encryption key and consumes
the content according to usage rules in the license.
The user needs to create a session key only once. 4.1.3 Known Key Attack
Once the session has been established, a user can
acquire any number of license during that session. If an adversary E obtains the secret keys of U and LS, it
For security enhancement, user can create a sepa- would be infeasible for E to recover any past session keys.
rate session key for each session. An overview of our The reason is as follows: Each session key involves two
anonymous pairing-free CL-AKE protocol is shown random ephemeral secrets a and b. Thus, it is not possible
in Figure 2.
to derive a, b from TU , TLS , as ECDLP is not solvable in
a polynomial time algorithm. On the other hand, it is
also impossible to commutate abP given (P, aP, bP ) due
4 Analysis
to the difficulties of CDH problem.
The security analysis of our key exchange protocol are
discussed in Section 4.1, the DRM security requirements 4.1.4 Forward Secrecy
analysis are discussed in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 deals
If the secret key of PKG is disclosed, information about
with efficiency comparison.
the session key is not revealed. This is because in order to get a session key, the values (xU , xLS ) and (a, b)
4.1 Security Analysis of Our Key Ex- are required. These values cannot be computed by using
change Protocol
master key since the secret values (a, xU ) and (b, xLS ) are
randomly chosen by U and LS respectively. Furthermore,
This section attempts to demonstrate that our protocol
computation of abP from given (P, aP, bP ) is hard due to
has managed to achieve almost all of the known desirable
difficulties of CDH problem.
security attributes as defined by Blake-Wilson et al. [4].
4.1.1

Passive Attack

Attacker can get the information (P , TU , TLS , RLS ,
PLS , RU , PU , QU , QLS ) transferred through the public channel. Indeed, it is more complicated for an adversary E to compute the session key SK, because the
adversary does not know the secret keys for the concerned entities. Recalling that computing the values
3
KU3 LS or KLSU
is required to compute the correct session key SK, where the secret values SKU or SKLS
3
are required respectively to find out KU3 LS or KLSU
.
Furthermore, the adversary may obtains the information
(dU , xU , RU ),(dLS , xLS , RLS ),dLS TU = aP and dU TLS =
bP for unknown a, b the value abP is required to obtain
the correct session key SK. To compute abP without the
knowledge of either a or b is equivalent to CDH problem
which is slightly hard.

4.1.5

Key Off-set Attack (KOA)

In our protocol, user U sends the message M1 = {QU , RU ,
PU } and M3 = TU to LS. An adversary E can modify it
to M3 = TU∗ , where TU∗ = tialTU . When, LS computes
the session key SK1 = H2 (QU , QLS , RU , RLS , PU , PLS ,
TU∗ , TLS , KU1∗LS , KU2∗LS , KU3∗LS ) and Hash1 . LS sends
the message M2 = {QLS , PLS , RLS , TLS } to U . Again,
∗∗
the adversary E modifies TLS to TLS
= tialTLS , but does
not change the Hash1 , because the LS’s secret is required.
Now U computes the session key SK1∗ = H2 (QU , QLS ,
∗∗
2∗∗
3∗∗
RU , RLS , PU , PLS , TU , TLS
, KU1∗∗
LS , KU LS , KU LS ) and
∗
∗∗
the authentication token Hash1 = H1 (TU ||TLS ||SK1∗ ). It
then compares it with the received Hash1 and concludes
that Hash∗1 6= Hash1 . User U therefore turns off the
session key-agreement and sends an authentication-failed
message to LS. So the KOA attack is impossible.
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Table 1: Efficiency comparison
Operations
Pairing

Multiplication
Number
Ref. [7]
Our

17
21

Running
time
37.57
46.41

Number
4
0

Running
time
80.16
0

One-way hash
Number
8
6

Running
time
24.32
18.24

Total Running
Time m/s

142.05
64.65

Known Session-specific Temporary Infor- With the license, the user can get the content encryption
key. Thus, only a legal user can decrypt the content with
mation Attack (KSTIA)
a valid license.
If the session ephemeral secrets a and b are compromised
by an adversary, then session key will not be revealed.
Because, a user cannot compute SK, and the user can 4.2.3 User Privacy/Anonymity
generate the session key if and only if it is possible to In our method, an anonymous user directly communicates
compute U’s or LS’s secret values.
with the license server. Since the user is giving out QU
as its pseudonym instead of its real identity IDU , which
4.1.7 No Key Control (NKC)
prevents the other parties such as an adversary from getting any user’s personal information like which software
Both entities, U and LS have an input each into the sesis bought and who buys the software. In this sense, the
sion key. No entity can force the full session key to be a
user’s privacy is maintained.
preselected value. It is determined jointly by both entities
U and LS. Whenever SK = H2 (QU , QLS , RU , RLS , PU ,
PLS , TU , TLS , KU1 LS , KU2 LS , KU3 LS ) it involves TU and 4.3 Performance Evaluation
TLS and these are computed by U and LS respectively. In this section, the efficiency comparison of our scheme
4.1.6

against Mishra et al. [7] scheme is presented. This comReflection Attack (RA) and Unknown parison is prepared based on experimental results in [5, 6],
Key-share Attack (UKA)
for various cryptographic operations using MIRACLE [10]
In our scheme, the session key is computed not only by us- in PIV 3 GHZ platform processor with memory 512 MB
ing KU1 LS ,KU2 LS ,KU3 LS but also by using the pseudonyms and the Windows XP operating system. From these exof the entities QU , QLS and other session dependent to- perimental results, the relative running time of one pairkens TU , TLS . According to Wang et al. [16], our scheme ing operation is 20.04 m/s, ECC-based scalar multipliprovides the resilience against unknown key-share attack cation is 2.21 m/s, one-way hash function is 3.04 m/s
and pairing-based scalar multiplication is 6.38 m/s. For
and reflection attack.
convenience, we define the following notations: TH (the
time complexity of one-way hash function); Te ( the time
4.2 DRM Security Requirement Analysis complexity of pairing operation) and Tmul (the time comBased on the DRM security requirements that have been plexity of a scalar multiplication operation of point). As
discussed in Section 2, this section endeavors to manifest indicated in Table 1, the computational costs of Mishra
et al. scheme is increasingly higher. Furthermore, this
that our scheme satisfies all the following requirements
scheme requires 4 times bilinear pairing operation. However, the time consumed in pairing operation is more than
4.2.1 Content Protection
other operations over elliptic curve group. Moreover, FigThe DRM content is encrypted separately from the li- ure 3 shows the efficiency comparison of our scheme versus
cense, which increases the flexibility of management. Mishra et al. based on running time for each operation.
That is to say, if a DRM content is modified, the corresponding license will not be affected. Even if an unauConclusions
thorized user downloads a DRM encrypted content, he 5
could not be able to play it without the valid license, due
to the reason that the safe performance is also optimized Based on our anonymous pairing-free CL-AKE protocol
for DRM system, we put forward a mechanism for disto prevent the unauthorized access.
tributing licenses in a flexible and secure manner. In
our scheme, the license server authenticates an anony4.2.2 DRM Security
mous user and creates session key to communicate seThe user is limited to purchase the content from service curely, which achieves not only user anonymity, but also
provider and obtain the license from the license server. preserved user privacy. Moreover, compared to public key

4.1.8
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Figure 3: Efficiency comparison by running time

encryption, our method applies symmetric key encryption
to achieve content license, which needs less computation.
As a result, it is safe to draw the conclusion that our
present work could be considered as the most efficient
and scalable for DRM system.
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